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Abstract: Air to air heat pumps have long been used in the Canadian residential sector as an energy efficient space heating
solution, despite their limitations in cold weather. Recent technological advancements have seen the use of inverter driven
compressors, which not only has the capability of increasing the heating capacity while maintaining above 100% efficiencies
at low ambient temperatures, but also better efficiently meeting comfort conditions at warmer temperatures. Although
improved efficiencies are advertised, there is a lack of simulation models available for building designers to estimate the
energy saving potential. While some studies have qualitatively evaluated compressor speed, it proved difficult to find one that
explicitly measured the frequency to clearly establish its impact on variable capacity air source heat pump (VCASHP)
performance. Detailed performance testing was therefore conducted on a VCASHP varying the ambient temperatures and
load imposed on the heat pump while measuring heat flows and compressor speed. This allowed to build a detailed
performance map of this system, and develop an effective component model to dynamically estimate VCASHP performance
in TRNSYS.
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INTRODUCTION
The Canadian residential sector accounts for a significant
part of the country’s secondary energy use (17%) and
greenhouse gas emissions (14%) (NRCan-OEE 2016).
Heat pumps have been known to provide important
environmental and economic benefits (Singh et al. 2010).
Air Source Heat Pumps (ASHPs), in particular, have a
significantly lower initial cost than GSHPs (Kegel et al.
2014). However, their limitations at lower ambient
temperatures have hindered their widespread adoption in
the colder Canadian climate.
Recent technological advancements have seen the use of
inverter driven compressors, which has increased heating
capacity while maintaining above 100% efficiencies at low
ambient temperatures and efficiently meeting comfort
conditions at warmer ambient temperatures (Cheung &
Braun 2014). Although improved efficiencies are
advertised, studies have shown that Variable Capacity Air
Source Heat Pumps (VCASHP) field performance is
generally below expectations (Rice, Shen, et al. 2015);
(Larson et al. 2013); (Rice, Munk, et al. 2015); (EPRI
2014). Moreover, there currently is a lack of simulation
models available for building designers to estimate their
energy saving potential.
Additional testing is therefore recommended (Kegel &
Mcdonald 2015) to develop these simulation models and
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complement these previous studies that have shown the
limitations of VCASHPs.
Sager et al. (2018) describes how CanmetENERGY
laboratories in Varennes, Quebec allowed to explicitly
measure compressor speed and better characterize the
response of VCASHPs.
This paper explains how the results acquired from these
testing facilities have been used to build a new TRNSYS
model for VCASHPs and validate the test data.

EXPERIMENTS
To develop a simulation strategy to better predict the
performance of VCASHP systems, detailed experiments
were conducted in an environmental controllable test
chamber at the CanmetENERGY-Varennes laboratory
(Kegel et al. 2017). The test bench could provide a variety
of heating loads and user-defined ambient temperatures,
while explicitly measuring compressor frequency to help
establish its impact on VCASHP performance. Testing was
conducted from December 2016 to April 2017 with a
market available ductless VCASHP system with a rated
heating and cooling capacity of 4.0 kW (13,600 Btu/hr) at
8.3°C and 3.5 kW (12,000 Btu/hr) at 35°C, respectively
(Sager et al. 2018).
Global performance results for steady state data points are
given in Figure 1, showing the coefficient of performance
(COP) with respect to outdoor dry bulb temperature and
compressor frequency.
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Figure 1 - Steady state: COP vs outdoor shed dry
bulb temperature and compressor frequency

Figure 2 - Steady state: Measured and manufacturer
published heating capacity vs outdoor dry bulb
temperature for a variety of chosen frequencies

These points were selected for periods when the machine
was operating in a steady-state regime for at least 5 min,
and therefore exclude the defrost periods (and the recovery
periods after defrost) and other transients due to variations
in the building load or in the machine operation. Defrost
cycles melt the ice formed on the outdoor heat exchanger
coils under certain conditions of humidity, outside
temperature and outdoor heat exchanger temperature.
During this 5-10 min period, refrigerant cycle is reversed
and the indoor fan stops, limiting heat output.

These error-induced manufacturer curves were
extrapolated from the capacity and input correction figures
found in the service manual. Measured heat output is
generally close to manufacturer data and seems better than
predicted at very low temperatures. Comparison at very
low frequencies was impossible since the 10 Hz and 20 Hz
bins were empty, while the 30 Hz frequency bin showed the
greatest gap with manufacturer published capacity.

As expected, VCASHP performance was strongly affected
by variations of compressor frequency at different outdoor
temperatures and heating loads. Indeed, the COP of the
system generally appears to increase as compressor speed
reduces. During the experimental tests, the indoor
temperature setpoint was maintained constant at 21°C.
Although the proposed model can take into account the
indoor temperature impact on the heat pump performance,
that impact is not discussed in this paper and all presented
plots and equations are limited to one indoor temperature.

Comparison to manufacturer data
Breaking down results into 5 Hz wide frequency bins
allows comparison with manufacturer published curves.
This manufacturer data is generally provided “for heating
operation without any frost”.

Figure 3 - Steady state: Measured and manufacturer
published power input vs outdoor dry bulb
temperature for a variety of chosen frequencies

For these steady state data points, capacity, power input and
COP were approximated by polynomial curve fits for every
5 Hz wide frequency bin. Figure 2 presents a comparison
between measured and manufacturer published (dashed
lines) heating capacity for a variety of chosen frequencies.

In a similar fashion, comparison between measured and
manufacturer published power input in Figure 3 revealed a
larger power consumption than expected for every
frequency, especially at lower outdoor temperatures.
This situation leads to substantially lower than predicted
manufacturer COP values for every frequency bin, as
shown in Figure 4. The gap between measured and
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manufacturer data seems to increase
temperatures and frequencies decrease.

as

outdoor

Figure 5 - Steady state: Multiple polynomial
regression for power input vs outdoor dry bulb
temperature and compressor frequency

Figure 4 - Steady state: Measured and
manufacturer published COP vs outdoor dry bulb
temperature for a variety of chosen frequencies

Multiple polynomial regressions
Instead of artificially grouping data points in frequency
bins, multiple regressions can be used, going from a
“performance table” approach to a “performance curve”
approach as described by DOE (2017). Curve fits with
respect to outdoor temperature and frequency were
obtained for capacity and power input (equations 1 and 2),
leading to much better R-square ratios (0.9299 and 0.9527).
𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑘𝑊) = −0.864931295050542
− 4.9385547574 ∗ 10−5 ∗ 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡
+ 9.9412134949 ∗ 10−4 ∗ 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 2
+ 9.2389170255 ∗ 10−2 ∗ 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞
− 3.691485373 ∗ 10−4 ∗ 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞2
+ 2.09704098 ∗ 10−3 ∗ 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡
∗ 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞 − 4.4600859 ∗ 10−7
∗ 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 2 ∗ 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞 − 9.795820395
∗ 10−6 ∗ 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 ∗ 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞 2
𝑃𝑤𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 (𝑘𝑊) = 0.115654574073673
+ 6.11451625694 ∗ 10−3 ∗ 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡
− 2.57571157 ∗ 10−5 ∗ 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 2
+ 1.20658667 ∗ 10−2 ∗ 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞
+ 1.16795637 ∗ 10−4 ∗ 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞2
− 3.63099288 ∗ 10−4 ∗ 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡
∗ 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞 + 7.71952398 ∗ 10−7
∗ 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 2 ∗ 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞 + 6.666866438
∗ 10−6 ∗ 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 ∗ 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞 2
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(1)

(2)

The mesh shown in Figure 5 represents the multiple
polynomial regression for power input with respect to
outdoor temperature and compressor frequency. It appears
that the majority of data points can be reasonably
approximated by the mesh. A similar figure can be obtained
for capacity. These multiple polynomial regressions were
then used to build the new model.

MODEL
This section describes the new TRNSYS VCASHP model.
The existing TRNSYS Type 954 (conventional ASHP) was
used as a starting point and modified in accordance with
tests results to achieve a better mapping of VCASHP
performance. Indeed, results showed the clear impact of
compressor frequency over VCASHP capacity and power.
Therefore, frequency was introduced as a key variable to
the new model.
New Type 3254 uses the same standard TRNSYS
performance file format as Type 954, but with one extra
header row for normalized frequency steps, and numerous
extra lines for normalized capacity and power ratios at each
of these frequency steps. Frequency correction factors for
each of these steps can be obtained from detailed
manufacturer data and/or experimental multiple
polynomial regressions.
A handy Excel program was developed to help users
convert a standard performance file – normalized capacity
and power inputs ratios at rated frequency only – into a new
performance file adapted for Type 3254.
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Figure 6 - Typical ASHP model (left) compared to a typical new VCASHP model (right)
Figure 6 compares a conventional ASHP model (left) with
a typical new VCASHP model (right). Type 108 ON/OFF
controller (left) is replaced by a Type 23 PID controller
(right) which sends a frequency signal that is received as an
input by the new Type 3254. This frequency, divided by the
new rated frequency parameter, becomes a normalized
frequency value that is used to interpolate in the new
performance file to obtain the normalized capacity ratio.
Multiplying it by the rated capacity of the VCASHP
provides the heat output supplied to the building (Type 88
in this example). The updated indoor temperature of the
building is then sent back to the Type 23 PID controller and
compared to the setpoint to adjust the frequency. The same
cycle is then repeated for every time step of the simulation.

Defrost cycles
Multiple polynomial regressions were obtained with steady
state data. However, as mentioned previously, global
VCASHP performances are affected by defrost cycles. The
user can have the option of using the defrost integrated
performance data given by a manufacturer if available
(Type 3254b) or a second option of better taking into
account the defrost cycles (Type 3254a), such as duration,
frequency and recovery period. To develop the Type 3254a
model, the detailed analysis of defrost cycle data is
explained.
Figure 7 shows the capacity obtained on refrigerant side,
on air side and the temperature of the indoor shed measured
over a typical night of testing (approximately -15°C
outdoor), with data points collected every minute (min).
Under these conditions, defrost cycles occur approximately
every 2.5 hours (h) (2277.8 h, 2280.4 h, etc.) and last 6 min.
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Figure 7 - Measured heat output (refrigerant and air
side) and indoor temperature on April 4th, 2017
At 2277.8 h, the compressor stops, the expansion valve
reverses the cycle and the compressor restarts. With indoor
and outdoor fans closed, the VCASHP is temporarily in
cooling mode to allow the ice to melt on outdoor heat
exchanger coils. Heat output is therefore zero and indoor
temperature drops.
At 2277.9 h, defrost ends. The compressor stops, the
expansion valve reverses the cycle and the compressor
restarts once again. Indoor and outdoor fans resume, and
the VCASHP is back in heating mode. Refrigerant is
assumed to be 100% vapor at the indoor unit inlet.
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As soon as the simulation time since last defrost is greater
than the difference between ‘t_cycle’ and ‘t_duration’, the
component operates in defrost mode. For the next
‘t_duration’ minutes, the VCASHP capacity is assumed to
be zero, since the indoor fan is switched off. A correction
factor of 0.6 is also applied on power input (not shown).
Indeed, experimental data showed that power input is
generally at 60% of its steady state value during this period.
For ‘t_recovery’ minutes after defrost, the transient effects
are modeled by an exponential penalty factor (equation 3).

Figure 8 - Pressure Enthalpy Diagram of
VCASHP refrigerant in Heating Mode
However, this assumption for heat output calculations on
refrigerant side explains the discrepancies with air side for
the first 30 min after defrost. Typically, during this period,
measured refrigerant temperature at the indoor unit inlet
was below the saturated vapor point (point 4 in Figure 8).
To stay aligned with the 100% vapor assumption, the
temperature was nonetheless taken at the saturated vapor
point, which leads to an overestimation of the heat output
(ref side) for this period. Indeed, this assumption did not
consider the transitory effects that occur on both heat
exchangers and on the refrigerant cycle after defrost,
temporarily limiting heat output and indoor temperature.

−(𝑡 + 𝜏)
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑃𝑛𝑙𝑡𝑦 = 1 − exp (
)
𝜏

(3)

𝑄̇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 = 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐶𝑎𝑝 × 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 × 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑃𝑛𝑙𝑡𝑦

(4)

Indeed, this penalty factor gets closer to 1 as ‘t’ – current
time step, in minutes – increases after defrost. Data
suggests that selecting a time constant ‘τ’ close to the
difference between ‘t_recovery’ and ‘t_duration’ provides
a good approximation of the transitory effects. The penalty
factor regulates the heat output for all time steps between 0
and ‘t_recovery’ minutes after defrost, as shown in
equation 4. The variable ‘CapRatio’ is the normalized
capacity ratio extracted from the VCASHP performance
table.

Consequently, the air side method seems better suited to
evaluate the capacity during these periods. However,
airflow monitoring was only introduced at the very end of
the testing phase, meaning that refrigerant side is the only
heat output available for most of the data points.

Type 3254a – Dynamic model
To reproduce the dynamics of these defrost cycles, Type
3254a integrates new variables, as shown in Figure 9.
The variable ‘t_cycle’ represents the length of a complete
cycle, including the defrost phase (‘t_duration’), while
‘t_recovery’ is the time following defrosts over which the
transitory effects described previously occur. User can set
these variables manually, obtain them by linear regression
with respect to outdoor temperature, or rely on default
values based on experimental data. Type 3254a is
recommended for small time steps – ideally 1 min – that
should not exceed ‘t_duration’. It should obviously be used
with performance data obtained in steady state conditions
(outside of defrost periods).

Figure 9 - Reproducing the dynamics of defrost
cycles with new variables t_cycle, t_recovery
and t_duration

Type 3254b – Static model
This model is recommended for larger time steps and
hourly simulations. As explained previously, Type 3254b
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applies a defrost penalty ratio to the simulated heat output
at every time step to compensate the energy lost during
defrost (equation 5).
𝑄̇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 = 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐶𝑎𝑝 × 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜
× 𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑃𝑛𝑙𝑡𝑦

(5)

User can set ‘DefrostPnlty’ manually, obtain it by linear
regression with respect to outdoor temperature, or rely on a
default value based on experimental data.
This model can also be used if manufacturer data capacity
and power ratios already take defrost cycles into account.
In that case, this (additional) defrost penalty
(‘DefrostPnlty’) would be set to 1.0.

SIMULATION AND RESULT ANALYSIS
With Type 3254 and its new performance file in hand, it is
now possible to perform simulations with the new
VCASHP model, as shown previously in Figure 6. As
discussed above, the experimental data was obtained for a
constant indoor temperature setpoint, so the outdoor
temperature is the only input required.

The measured heat output is compared to simulation results
in Figure 10. The first simulation relies on a new VCASHP
performance table based on manufacturer data, while the
second one uses a performance table developed with the
multiple polynomial regressions obtained previously.
The dataset and time frame are the same as in Figure 7. For
both simulations, Type 3254a was able to simulate defrost
cycles dynamically. Moreover, the simulation based on
regressions provides the best estimation of the VCASHP
heat output. Discrepancies with the manufacturer data
simulation are explained by what was seen previously in
Figure 2. Indeed, measured heat output proved to be higher
than predicted by manufacturer data at very low
temperatures (i.e., -15°C outdoor).
In a similar fashion, the measured VCASHP supply
temperature is compared to simulation results in Figure 11.
The regression-based performance table seems to provide a
better estimation of the supply temperature than
manufacturer data. Moreover, evaluation of the supply
temperature is considered irrelevant during defrost cycles,
since the indoor fan is temporarily turned off.

Type 3254a – Dynamic model
TRNSYS simulations use a time step of 1 min and an
indoor setpoint of 21°C. The variables ‘t_cycle’,
‘t_recovery’, ‘t_duration’ and the time constant ‘τ’ were set
manually to constant values matching the results (156 min,
30 min, 6 min and 24 min, respectively), since experimental
data did not provide reliable linear regressions with respect
to outdoor temperature. The controller gain constant and
integral time were respectively set to 10 and 1 min.

Figure 11 - Type 3254a: Comparing measured to
simulated supply temperature (manufacturer and
regression performance table)

Figure 10 - Type 3254a: Comparing measured
(refrigerant and air side) to simulated heat output
(manufacturer and regression performance table)
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Figure 12 compares measured indoor temperature to
simulation results for Type 3254a. A wider time frame is
introduced to provide an overview of the different
measured indoor temperature profiles for each cycle. In
general, the regression-based performance table allows to
adequately simulate the measured indoor temperature,
consistently reaching the 21°C setpoint at steady state.
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are not fully understood at this stage. However, the
manufacturer service manual and previous work (Bertsch
& Groll 2008) do confirm that a high discharge temperature
(generally around 110-120°C) can trigger a drastic
reduction in frequency to prevent the compressor from
overheating.

Figure 12 - Type 3254a: Comparing measured to
simulated indoor temperature (manufacturer and
regression performance table)
As expected, the simulation using the published
manufacturer data leads to a much lower indoor
temperature. Indeed, its underestimation of the heat output
and supply temperature – as seen previously in Figure 10
and Figure 11 – prevent the model from maintaining the
building temperature closer to the indoor setpoint.

Figure 14 - Type 3254a: Comparing measured to
simulated power input (manufacturer and regression
performance table)
The surprising part is mostly that the VCASHP is able to
reduce the compressor speed in steady state with little
impact on heat output, supply temperature and indoor
temperature. Since the model does not simulate refrigerant
temperature, it does not take this protection mechanism into
account. This leads to a slight overestimation of the
VCASHP power input in steady state, as seen in Figure 14.

Figure 13 - Type 3254a: Comparing measured to
simulated frequency (manufacturer and regression
performance table)
Moreover, the different measured indoor temperature
profiles for each cycle seem to be linked with variations in
measured compressor frequency. Figure 13 reveals
significant discrepancies between measured and simulated
compressor frequency. This seems to be caused by a
protection mechanism limiting the VCASHP frequency.
The control strategy and the implications of this operation
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Figure 15 - Type 3254a: Simulation of heat output
with a timestep of 5 min
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Finally, another simulation is performed with a time step
and a controller integral time of 5 min. Figure 15 compares
measured heat output to simulation results. As expected, a
time step that is not sufficiently smaller than the duration
of defrost (‘t_duration’) induces an increasing offset at
every cycle. This suggests that the use of the static model
(Type 3254b) is more suitable for larger time steps,
especially if the dynamic behaviour of the defrost is not
required to be modeled.

Figure 17 compares measured indoor temperature to
simulation results for Type 3254b. Once again, the
regression-based
simulation
provides
a
closer
approximation of the indoor temperature than the
manufacturer data performance table.

Type 3254b – Static model
A simulation is performed with a time step and controller
integral time of 10 min, and with an indoor setpoint of
21°C. Experimental data was not suitable to apply a linear
regression to take into account the defrost penalty. It was
therefore manually set to 0.9. Indeed, as shown by the area
under the curve in Figure 10, the energy lost during defrost
cycles can be approximated to 10% of the steady state
energy provided by the VCASHP.
The measured heat output is compared to simulation results
in Figure 16. The regression-based performance table
provided a mostly constant simulated heat output, that
remained slightly lower than the measured heat output
because of the defrost penalty. More importantly, the area
under the simulated and measured curves is equivalent,
meaning that the total energy delivered to the building is
adequately simulated. The small simulation peaks over
each defrost cycle should be ignored, since they are caused
by a temporary increase of the outdoor temperature in the
testing chamber during the defrost process. This behavior
is unlikely to be encountered through normal usage. As
seen previously with Type 3254a, the performance table
based on manufacturer data leads to an underestimation of
the heat output under these conditions.

Figure 16 - Type 3254b: Comparing measured
(refrigerant and air side) to simulated heat output
(manufacturer and regression performance table)
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Figure 17 - Type 3254b: Comparing measured to
simulated indoor temperature (manufacturer and
regression performance table)
The temporary increase of the outdoor temperature
described previously also leads to an overestimation of the
building indoor temperature during defrost cycles. As
expected, the regression-based simulated indoor
temperature remains slightly lower than the measured
indoor temperature because of the defrost penalty.

CONCLUSION
Although performance data published by manufacturers
suggests that Variable Capacity Air-Source Heat Pumps
(VCASHPs) can deliver much improved heating capacity
and coefficient of performance compared to single-speed
machines, laboratory and field tests have shown that the
performance is not always matching the expectations.
There is also a lack of flexible simulation models to allow
designers to estimate energy savings. This paper presents a
simulation model that was developed using experimental
data collected on a ductless (multi-split) VCASHP at the
CanmetENERGY laboratory in Varennes.
By varying heating loads and user-defined ambient
temperatures, the impact of frequency on VCASHP
performance was explicitly measured. The multiple
polynomial regressions obtained from this process allowed
to build the new VCASHP model. The developed TRNSYS
component can use a modified performance table including
data at different compressor frequencies, or rely on a
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multiple regression to model the heating capacity, power
input and coefficient of performance under different
operating conditions. Defrost cycles are taken into account
using a steady-state “derating” approach which is well
adapted to long time steps (e.g. hourly), or using an original
approach that models the defrost cycles dynamically, which
is well adapted to short time steps (e.g. 1 min).
Future work will focus on validating test results and
performance curves with other ductless VCASHP systems
(different manufacturers or sizes), and performing more
simulations with buildings and controllers under part load
conditions. Implementing this work into other simulation
tools (EnergyPlus, eQuest) will be considered. Tests will
also be performed in cooling mode, and on a wider range
of indoor setpoints. Finally, monitoring humidity and
indoor air supply velocity will help to predict the
occurrence of defrost cycles and their impact on capacity
and power draw, on the way to build a more robust model
that could provide engineers a reliable simulation tool to
assess the appropriateness of widespread adoption of
VCASHPs in Canada’s residential sector.
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NOMENCLATURE
SYMBOL

MEANING

UNIT

Tout

Outdoor
temperature

°C

freq

Compressor
frequency

Hz

RecovPnlty

Recovery
penalty

–

t

Current
time step

min

τ

Time
constant

min

𝑄̇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑

Capacity

kW

RatedCap

Rated
Capacity

kW

CapRatio

Capacity
ratio @
current Tout,
Tin

–
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DefrostPnlty

Defrost
penalty

–

Tin

Indoor
temperature

°C
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